
Iberostar Beachfront Resorts, in its constant pursuit of client satisfaction and with the main goal of offering a revamped 
high-quality service to our mutual clients, has recently finished a complete renovation of Iberostar Selection Hacienda 
Dominicus in Bayahibe, Dominican Republic. There was a complete renovation of its 528 rooms with high-tech 
installations and refurbishment of bathrooms and furniture. Also, we highlight the renovation of one of the pools to 
include a new Bubble Pool and the Lobby Bar. Another important space completely renovated is the Star Camp, dedicated 
to the entertainment of children and teenagers with multicultural and educational programs. The Los Arcos Theater also 
now incorporates projection technology for the new shows.

RENOVATIONS AS DETAILED IN THE CHART BELOW

ROOMS

All 528 hotel rooms were renovated.

Renovation of all the guest room’s bathrooms.

All rooms now have a shower and glass partition (rain shower) in the bathrooms.

Inclusion of mosquito net doors in all rooms.

Inclusion of high technology (chromecast, reading lamps, USB inputs).

Changes in some room categories taking them to a higher level in terms of 
infrastructure, and furniture.

New room categories: Double Bayahibe, Junior Suite Bayahibe, Junior Suite 
Seaside Bayahibe, Lighthouse Senior Suite and Penthouse Suite Ocean Front.

Key system upgrade (now inserted in the bracelets or by QR codes on the 
customer’s phone).

Most safes have been replaced, with a plan for replacing them all.

STAR CAMP

Remodeling of the reception area.

Expansion of the infrastructure adding a kitchen for Mini Chefs activities.

An area for Mini Cinema activity was added, with a giant screen.

Replacement of all the furniture and inclusion of PlayStation 5.

Added a bookcase.



BUBBLE POOL

Inclusion of a ‘’Bubble Pool’’ for children.

Extension children’s pool with jets and attractions for children.

‘’LOS ARCOS’’ THEATER

Reconditioning of the facilities for projection scenography (Mapping).

Improvement of the bar counter and its surroundings.

New colors for walls and ceiling.

Furniture color improvement.

‘’EL INGENIO’’ MAIN BUFFET

Remodeling of the cafeteria and bread areas.

New  floor in the buffet area (food area).

Porcelain tile change in the buffet’s hot and cold food display area.

Fireplace now in natural brick.

‘’EL TRAPICHE’’ LOBBY BAR

Remodeling of the wall to the sides of the bar.

New countertop at bar, now in Krion material.

 **Iberostar Beachfront Resorts excludes any interest in Cuba.


